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Introduction 

Proteins typically gain their physiological function by folding into their 
unique three-dimensional structure. For optimal function, however both the 
thermodynamic stability and the rigidity of a protein structure have to be 
kept within certain limits. These properties can be affected directly by muta-
tions and indirectly by changed conditions, due to old age or environmental 
stress, causing the protein to misfold and aggregate. Consequently protein 
aggregates and inclusion bodies are pathological hallmarks in many age-
related diseases. The structurally ordered amyloid conformations appear to 
be accessible to many, if not all, protein sequences suggesting that the pro-
tein misfolding disorders share a common mechanism. The term ‘misfolded’ 
is here referring to a low energy, non-natively folded protein that is signifi-
cantly populated and can be part of an aggregated structure although it is not 
a criterion. 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disorder that 
causes degeneration of upper and lower motor neurons, resulting in muscle 
atrophy (Fig. 1). Initial symptoms are often muscle weakness rapidly fol-
lowed by paralysis and subsequent death due to respiratory failure typically 
within 2-3 years from symptom onset (1). ALS is the third most common 
neurodegenerative disease and the most common adult-onset motor neuron 
disease (2).   

 
Although the underlying cause for ALS is yet obscure, proposed disease 
mechanisms include impaired mitochondrial function (3, 4), induction of 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (5, 6), reduced proteasomal activity (7, 8) 
and reduced autophagy (9) as well as formation of neurotoxic aggregates 
(10-12). Nevertheless, there are infallible hallmarks for ALS; the hereditary 
or familial ALS (fALS) forms, with mutations in certain genes accounting 
for ~10% of all ALS-cases. The remaining ~90% are considered sporadic 
(sALS) and occur randomly throughout the community (2). Still there are 
pathological and clinical similarities between fALS and sALS that indicate a 
common disease mechanism (13). Due to the histopatological proteinaceous 
inclusions found in both fALS and sALS patients (Fig. 1), ALS has been 
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classified as a protein misfolding disorder like Alzheimer’s disease and Par-
kinson’s disease.  
 
A general risk factor for ALS as well as other neurodegenerative diseases is 
age (14). ALS patients are apparently healthy until middle age when they 
suddenly undergo rapid neurological degeneration. It is possible that age-
related decline in proteostasis and energy metabolism leads to a decreased 
tolerance to stress factors and an impaired ability to prevent accumulation of 
misfolded and aggregated proteins. Mutations in fALS might contribute to 
these age-related changes as they move forward disease onset about 10 years 
compared with sALS (13). However, despite much effort and scientific pro-
gress the cause and mechanism behind ALS remain unknown and there is 
still no effective cure for this fatal disease. 

 
Fig. 1.  Schematic illustration of affected neurons in ALS and the muscle areas they innervate. 
Insets show an immunohistochemically stained nerve cell and enlargement of the putative 
fibrillar aggregates inside. Photograph of mouse nerve cell from Paper III. EM micrograph of 
SOD1 fibers. 

Superoxide dismutase 1 and ALS 
Approximately 6% of all ALS patients carry mutations in the gene coding 
for the free radical scavenging enzyme superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) (15-
18). Of those approximately half belong to the hereditary cases and half to 
the sporadic cases, where the latter most likely are the result of incomplete 
penetrance or incomplete family history information as well as de novo mu-
tations (19, 20). Since 1993 when the first mutations where found, more than 
180 mutations scattered over the SOD1 sequence have been identified (ALS 
Online Genetic database, http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk) (Fig. 2). The majority of 
the mutations cause single amino acid replacement but there are also dele-
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tions and insertions in the SOD1 gene causing frame shifts and truncated 
protein products.  
 
Human SOD1 (hSOD1) is an abundant intracellular protein constituting 
about 0.2 and 0.4 % of total protein in grey matter of brain and in liver re-
spectively (21). The mature protein is an antioxidant enzyme, which con-
verts toxic superoxide radicals to hydrogen peroxide and water (21). Loss of 
SOD1 function would potentially increase these toxic species and be a pos-
sible cause for neuronal damage. SOD1 knockout mice, however, have been 
shown not to develop ALS (22) and most ALS-associated mutants main-
tained their enzymatic activity (23). Furthermore, overexpression of both 
wild type and mutant hSOD1, in rodent models causes ALS-like symptoms 
(24, 25), suggesting a gain of toxic function.  
 
Genetic and experimental data show that the ALS-mutations predominantly 
reduce the negative net charge (26) and/or decrease the structural stability 
(27, 28) of SOD1, which increases the disposition to misfold and aggregate. 
Indeed, aggregates containing mutant as well as wild type SOD1 are a hall-
mark of the disease and are found both in the central nervous system of dis-
eased ALS patients (29-31) and in ALS transgenic mice models (24) sug-
gesting that SOD1 is involved in both fALS and sALS. Furthermore, SOD1 
fibrillation can be induced in vitro through prolonged shaking or stirring of 
the sample (32-34). Together these observations have put research focus on 
the role of SOD1 misfolding and aggregation in ALS pathology.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Loci of missense mutations in the SOD1 primary and secondary structure (pdbID 2C9U).  
Source: ALS Online Genetic database, http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk. 
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Introducing SOD1 
SOD1 is a ubiquitously expressed homodimeric metalloenzyme belonging to 
the immunoglobulin-like family (35). Each of the two 153 residue subunits 
is an eight-stranded β-barrel with a Greek key fold that ligates one copper 
and one zinc ion (Fig. 3A) (36). The metals are coordinated by two long 
active-site loops. Loop IV, or the Zn-binding loop, coordinates the structur-
ally important zinc ion and forms, together with loop VII, the active-site 
tunnel for specific substrate entrance (37). Loop VII, also called the electro-
static loop, contains the charged residues needed to guide superoxide into the 
active site to the catalytically active copper ion (37). The catalytically active 
copper ion in its reduced form (Cu1+) is directly bound to the β-barrel, coor-
dinated by H46, H48, and H120 and the additional ligand H63 in the oxi-
dised form (Cu2+) (38). H63 is shared by the structurally important Zn2+ ion, 
which is further coordinated by H71, H80 and Asp83 (37, 39). Coordination 
of the metals, especially in the zinc site, renders both monomeric and dimer-
ic SOD1 remarkably stable and rigid proteins, and the native holo-dimer is 
one of the most stable proteins known (40-42). The apo- state however is 
significantly less stable and displays dynamic motions in the two large loops 
as well as in their flanking regions (43-45). Each subunit also contains an 
intramolecular disulphide bond between Cys57 and Cys146, which is rare 
for intracellular proteins due to the reducing environment of the cytosol and 
indicates its importance for structure and function. Accordingly, the intact 
disulphide bond is required for full dimer stability by anchoring loop IV to 
the β-barrel (46, 47). Consequently, the reduced flexibility of loop IV in-
creases SOD1’s affinity for zinc, which further enhances dimer stability (48, 
49). The oxidation state of the disulphide bond is also believed to be im-
portant for in vivo copper-loading, assisted by the chaperone CCS (47, 50). 

 
Fig. 3. Chrystal structure of SOD1 (pdbID 2C9U).  A. Structure of the SOD1 dimer. The active 
site loops IV and VII are coloured green and blue respectively. The disulphide bond (red), zink 
ion (blue) and copper ion (orange) are shown as spheres. B. The eight-stranded apoSOD1 
monomer suggested being the toxic factor in ALS. 
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ing barrier (Fig. 4A).  A key requirement for a two-state reaction is that fold-
ing is reversible i.e. that the ground states of refolding and unfolding are 
unchanged. The relation between the two states, in terms of concentration, is 
defined by the equilibrium constant KD-N. 
 

,               (Eq. 1) 

Where the brackets denote concentration. KD-N is a measure of the protein 
stability. At constant solution conditions and protein concentration, the ex-
pression for the energy difference between D and N is  

∆GD-N = -2.3RTlogK D-N = -2.3RTlog[D]/[N]         (Eq. 2) 

where R is the universal gas constant (1.987 cal K-1 mol-1) and T is the tem-
perature in Kelvin.  
 

 
Fig. 4. The folding free-energy barrier (A) and the equilibrium denaturation curve and the chev-
ron plot of a two-state protein (B). 

 
The thermodynamic equilibrium is studied by gradual change of the solution 
conditions from those that favour N to those favouring D (66) (Fig. 4B top 
panel). Common denaturing agents are urea or guanidinium chloride 
(GdmCl), pH or simply increasing the temperature. Often the intrinsic tryp-
tophan fluorescence of the protein is used to observe the denaturation pro-
cess, as it is dependent on environmental factors such as polarity and dynam-
ics thereby shifting the excitation and emission maxima, yielding different 
fluorescent properties for N and D (67). The relation between the free energy 
of unfolding in different denaturant concentrations is empirically observed to 
be linear (66)         

KD− N = [D]/[N] = ku /kf
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�GD-N � ��GD-N
H2O

� mD-N��denaturant�            (Eq. 3) 
 
or 

logKD-N � � logKD-N
H2O

� mD-N��denaturant�           (Eq. 4) 
 
where the slope mD-N relates to the change in solvent accessible surface area 
upon denaturation (68). Solving the equation at the transition midpoint (MP 
= [denaturant]1/2) where D and N are equally populated (logKD-N

[denaturant] = 0) 
gives logKD-N in denaturant free conditions according to -logKD-N

H2O = mD-

N[denaturant]1/2 (Fig. 4B top panel).  
 

Equilibrium measurements do not provide any information of the folding 
pathway of the protein e.g. how the protein traverses the free-energy land-
scape from D to N. According to transition state theory there is a free-energy 
barrier of the reaction coordinate between D and N with the transition-state 
ensemble (‡) corresponding to the highest potential energy (Fig. 4A). The ‡ 
describes a set of short-lived protein conformations that cannot be observed 
directly because of their transient nature (69) and they have the same proba-
bility to go back to D as to proceed to N. The height of the free-energy barri-
er, which is the amount of energy needed to reach the ‡ from N, is called the 
kinetic stability of the protein (∆Gu) and is characterised by the unfolding 
rate constant (ku) (Fig. 4A). Consequently there is a ∆Gf defined by the fold-
ing rate constant (kf) (Fig. 4A). The unfolding and refolding rate constants 
are obtained in two complementary experiments measuring the relaxation 
from one state to another. The ku is measured by rapidly mixing protein with 
denaturant solution of decreasing concentration until the midpoint is 
reached. Similarly the kf is acquired, but first the protein is unfolded in rather 
high concentration of denaturant and subsequently refolded by rapid mixing 
in solutions of increasing denaturant concentrations starting from buffer 
only. The kinetic data is generally presented in a chevron plot (64) (Fig. 4B 
bottom panel), named after the characteristic v-shaped (goat horn-like) rela-
tion between the logarithm of the observed rate constants of a two-state fold-
ing protein and the concentration of denaturant. Linear extrapolation, accord-
ing to Eqs. 5 and 6, yield the folding and unfolding rate constants in aqueous 
solution.  
         
log�f � � log�f

H2O
� m���denaturant�                (Eq. 5) 

 
         
log�� � � log�u

H2O
� m���denaturant�            (Eq. 6) 
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where the two slopes, mf and mu, are the folding and unfolding m-values that 
quantify the structural gain upon folding before and after the ‡ respectively. 
The sum of the m-values, mD-N, is related to the total change in solvent ac-
cessible surface area upon folding or unfolding (Eq. 3, 4). Parallel to the 
equilibrium measurements (Eq. 1) this model can be used to determine the 
thermodynamic stability (64)  

∆GD-N = -2.3RTlogKD-N = -2.3RTlog (log ku-log kf)       (Eq. 7) 
 
confirming the two-state folding mechanism, if the two models give the 
same value. Two-state proteins normally fold in the sub second timescale. 
SOD1 however, due to its β-rich nature, displays relatively slow folding 
rates compared to proteins with local secondary structure elements like α-
helices. 
 

SOD1 misfolding and aggregation 
In addition to the native fold, proteins can also adopt low energy structures 
in the form of aggregates as well as other conformations that are different 
from the native structure. This process is called protein misfolding and is 
often linked to human disease, although there are examples of non-disease 
proteins that form aggregated structures in vivo (70). The term ‘misfolded’ is 
here referring to a low energy, non-natively folded protein that is significant-
ly populated. It can be part of an aggregated structure although it is not a 
criterion. Non-native or partially folded intermediates are often implicated as 
precursors for amyloid formation in protein-misfolding diseases (71-73). For 
monomeric apoSOD1 however, no such species are populated during the 
folding process ((74) Paper I, Paper vi (75)).  
 
Protein misfolding and aggregation is, like protein folding, controlled by the 
energy landscape with free-energy barriers and local and global minima, 
where amyloid fibrils are the most stable and well-defined structures (76) 
(Fig. 5). Although the aggregates can be more thermodynamically stable 
than the native state, proteins still remain soluble for long periods of time as 
a consequence of the high kinetic barriers that separate the native and the 
aggregated states (76-78). At supersaturated conditions mechanical and 
chemical stress may reduce the height of the kinetic barrier to aggregation in 
vitro and similarly can age-related and mutational stress in vivo (Fig. 5) (79). 
Many ALS-mutations reduce the net repulsive charge of the protein (26) 
which facilitates interactions between SOD1 molecules as well as other cel-
lular components. The reduced repulsive force lowers the kinetic barrier for 
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aggregation and potential co-aggregation (80, 81). Cytosolic proteins that 
depend on movability have evolved to remain soluble but only to the levels 
required to meet their function. Accordingly, the protein concentration in 
vivo is typically close to the critical level where aggregation set in (82). 
Many proteins in the cell are under constant competition between folding, 
misfolding and aggregation. Disturbances to these delicate equilibriums are a 
likely cause of impaired cellular functions and disease.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Schematic free-energy profile showing the transition between the native state (N) and 
the denatured states (D) as well as transitions from D or N to the aggregated states (A). Alt-
hough A is more thermodynamically stable than both D and N the high kinetic barrier reduces 
the probability to adopt the aggregated conformation. Mechanical and chemical stress can 
reduce the kinetic barrier to aggregation in vitro and so can age-related and mutational stress in 
vivo, dotted line. 

 

Inclusions of aggregated SOD1 are found in motor neurons of both sporadic 
and familial ALS patients and clearly indicate involvement of SOD1 in ALS 
pathology (29-31). Several ALS-associated mutations decrease the affinity 
for copper/zinc and the oxidation status of the disulphide bond (83). There-
fore, in the reducing environment of the cytosol with high metal-chelating 
capacity, the fraction of the destabilised disulphide reduced apoSOD1, the 
suggested precursor for aggregation, will be increased due to ALS mutation. 
Nonetheless, the mechanism behind pathological SOD1 aggregate formation 
remains unclear. Electron micrographs of SOD1-positive inclusions from 
fALS patients has identified their fibrillar morphology (10), although they 
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are not stained by the amyloid binding dyes Thioflavin S and Congo Red 
(10, 84).  Possibly the granule-coated morphology (10) or the quaternary 
packing of the SOD1 fibrillar structures shields them from interaction with 
the dyes. Even so, SOD1 has been shown to form amyloid fibrils both in 
vitro at destabilising conditions (Paper I) (32, 33) and in transgenic mice 
models expressing high levels of human SOD1 (32, 85).   
 
It is still controversial whether protein aggregation is the actual cause or a 
mere result of neurodegeneration in ALS and other neurodegenerative dis-
eases. There are suggestions that aggregates are not the prime cause of neu-
ral damage but rather the toxic species that arise much earlier in the misfold-
ing process (10, 86, 87). Unfortunately, these early species are intrinsically 
difficult to isolate and study due to their transient nature; they transform into 
larger aggregates or disassemble into monomers again in a too short time 
frame. Studies of SOD1 aggregation kinetics in vitro has failed to record the 
initial nucleation events only detecting the larger aggregates (Paper I) (32, 
33, 88). Non-native metastable oligomeric structures of disulphide oxidised 
SOD1 have been produced in vitro at physiological (89, 90) and acidic con-
ditions (91) and have been suggested as cytotoxic agents in ALS. Further-
more, it is still unclear whether in vivo SOD1 aggregates are disulphide oxi-
dised or reduced. In favour of the reduced state all four cysteines in SOD1 
can be subjected to substitution in ALS patients (92-94) and SOD1 with all 
four cysteines removed still form aggregates in vitro (95). Additionally, CNS 
analysed from ALS transgenic mice models have been shown to contain 
substantial fractions of disulphide-reduced SOD1 (83) and SOD1 in isolated 
aggregates from transgenic mice is disulphide reduced (96).  
 
Accumulating evidence indicate a prion-like spread of misfolded or aggre-
gated protein in ALS and other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alz-
heimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease (97, 98). The 
prion, a misfolded or aggregated infectious form of the protein, interacts 
with other native copies of the same protein and induce their transition into 
the aberrant form (99). The infective conformation is commonly called a 
seed and the process is termed seeding. Accordingly, aggregated SOD1, 
isolated from diseased tissue have been shown to induce aggregation of mu-
tant and wild-type SOD1 in vitro (88, 100) and in cultured cells (101, 102). 
Such prion-like spread has also been observed in culture systems (103, 104), 
where SOD1 aggregates can be released to the extracellular space (105) and 
transferred from cell to cell in a prion-like spread manner. Additionally, the 
propagation appears not to be limited between neurons, but could include 
other cell types like microglia (106) and astrocytes (107). Recently, infec-
tivity of ALS between transgenic mice individuals has been reported (108, 
109), further suggesting a prion-like spread. Spinal cord homogenates from 
symptomatic ALS-mice was injected into the spinal cord of healthy hSOD1 
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transgenic mice that subsequently, in a short time, developed the disease 
(108, 109) and SOD1 aggregation was observed to propagate through the 
spinal cord from the site of injection. Similarly, pathological changes in ALS 
patients first occur at the site of disease onset and then propagate throughout 
affected tissues in a time-dependent manner (110, 111), indicating that seed-
ed aggregation may be the key factor of disease progression.  
 
Another typical hallmark of prion diseases is the existence of different 
strains (112), which arise from the same protein but can adopt different con-
formations. Accordingly, SOD1 aggregate formation is a malleable process 
that can give rise to different aggregate structures depending on point muta-
tion and the conditions at which aggregation is induced (113, 114). Addi-
tionally, in vitro studies show that several distinct pathways for SOD1 ag-
gregation are possible (115) and they are expected to have differences in 
their propensity to seed aggregation. This offers an explanation for the het-
erologous progression and severity of fALS cases with variable phenotypes 
for different SOD1 mutations (116). However, despite the number of paral-
lels between the neurodegenerative diseases and the prion diseases they ap-
pear to differ when it comes to transmission between individuals. So far, at 
least under natural circumstances, ALS is not an infectious disease(117). 

Aggregation pathways 
The amyloid state is not a rare phenomenon associated with a small number 
of disease-related proteins but rather a generic property of a polypeptide 
chain (70, 118-120) and an alternative to the native and denatured states. 
Amyloid comprises a set of highly ordered aggregates, often of great inter-
structural diversity.  In amyloid, the polypeptide chains adopt a fibrillar 
structure that can act as a template or seed to incorporate new monomeric 
proteins and thereby self-replicate. The fibrillar structure can also catalyse 
the formation of new fibrils by providing a surface upon which new fibrils 
can nucleate and grow or by breaking into smaller fibrillar fragments.  
 
The aggregation process of amyloidogenic proteins in vitro is often studied 
by optical spectroscopic methods using the amyloid binding dye thioflavin T 
(ThT) as a probe. The fibrillation kinetics in vitro, where there is a limited 
pool of monomers, typically displays a sigmoidal shape (Fig. 6), which can 
be described by the empirical standard expression (121) 
 
� � � �� �

�

���
���������������

               (Eq. 5) 
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where F0 is the baseline before fibrillation, A the amplitude and τ1/2 the time 
for depletion of half of the monomer pool. From the fitted parameters τlag 
can be calculated (121). The lag time (τlag) is defined as the intercept of the 
tangent from the midpoint of the sigmoidal curve with slope vmax and the 
time axis (Fig. 6). 
 
τlag = τ1/2 - 2/vmax                   (Eq. 6) 
 
The aggregation process is complex with multiple inter-conversions; nuclea-
tion, growth, dissociation and fragmentation taking place simultaneously. 
Although the empirical model above describes the aggregation reaction in 
terms of apparent growth rates and lag-phases, these properties, on their 
own, do not give any information about the underlying microscopic events. 
A key question in protein aggregation as well as other types of molecular 
assembly is to determine the importance of the different microscopic pro-
cesses and their contribution to the overall reaction. 

 
Fig. 6. The in vitro sigmoidal fibrillation profile. The fitted parameters are the maximum growth 
rate (vmax), red dotted line, and the aggregation half time (τ1/2), at the point of inflection. The lag 
time (τlag) is defined as the intercept of the tangent from the midpoint of the sigmoidal curve with 
slope vmax and the time axis. 

 
According to a model developed by Knowles and co-workers (122-124) the 
aggregation process can be divided into two steps: nucleation, when the ag-
gregate is formed, and elongation, when the aggregate grows by monomer 
addition to the fiber ends (Fig. 7). The number of free fiber ends where 
monomers can attach is increased through: primary pathways – primary nu-
cleation (when the aggregate is formed) and secondary pathways (122-124) 
(Fig. 7). The secondary pathways are divided into: surface catalysed nuclea-
tion, where nucleation of a new aggregate starts on the surface of a pre-
formed fibril, subsequently forming a fiber of its own, and fibril fragmenta-
tion, where breakage of fibrils creates new fibril ends (122-124) (Fig. 7). 
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Primary pathways describe the formation of new fibrils from interaction 
between monomers only and is featured by the rate constant kn and the reac-
tion order nc (Fig 7). Where nc in the simplest case relates to the number of 
monomers in the nuclei. Fibril elongation describes the association of mon-
omers to the fibril ends with the rate constant k+. Secondary pathways, how-
ever, depend on the behaviour of already formed aggregates and can be di-
vided into monomer dependent and monomer independent pathways (Fig 7). 
Surface catalysed nucleation is monomer dependent relying on both mono-
meric protein and existing fibrils. Here the rate constant is k2 and the reaction 
order with respect to the monomeric protein is n2 (Fig. 7). 
 

 
Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the microscopic processes of aggregation (122-124). 

 
Fibril fragmentation on the contrary is monomer independent and increases 
the number of free fibril ends at a rate depending only on the level of exist-
ing aggregates with the rate constant k- (Fig. 7). Naturally, all aggregation 
reactions have to involve a primary nucleation event. However, when infor-
mation about primary nucleation is unavailable the question is whether there 
are secondary pathways present and which reaction that dominates the ob-
served kinetics. 
 
The aggregation half time, τ1/2, is generally dependent on the total monomer 
concentration m(0), which can be estimated by a power law (122) 
 
�1/2 � m(0)�                     (Eq. 7) 
 
The half-time exponent (γ) determines the monomer dependence and can be 
used to extract the reaction order, nc or n2, for a system dominated by prima-
ry or secondary pathways respectively (Fig. 7). Equation 7 becomes a linear 
relationship with the slope γ when the half time is plotted versus the protein 
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concentration in a log-log plot. In the case where there are saturation effects 
as shown by curvatures in the double-logarithmic plot the values of the dif-
ferent slopes can give insight into which mechanisms that dominate at dif-
ferent protein concentrations (125).  
 
In practice secondary pathways for aggregate formation have turned out to 
dominate the observed aggregation kinetics. When secondary pathways are 
dominating fibril formation, the initial aggregation kinetics has been shown 
to be of exponential nature (Fig. 10) with the general expression for the rate 
constant κ (123) 
 
� �

������
� ��

��
�                      (Eq. 8) 

 
Where M(t) is the mass concentration of fibrils and M(t)/ctotal is the normal-
ized fibril mass fraction and Λ is an arbitrary constant.  
 
The lag time, τlag, is related to the initial kinetics by (123) 
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In this case the kinetic parameter, λ, describes the formation of aggregates 
through primary nucleation whereas κ is the kinetic parameter through sec-
ondary nucleation and/or fragmentation. These kinetic parameters are given 
by 
 
� � 2k�kn������

��                 (Eq. 10) 

 
Where k+ is the elongation rate, kn the primary nucleation rate and nc is the 
primary nucleation reaction order. 
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where KM is the Michaelis equilibrium constant and n2 the secondary nuclea-
tion reaction order. However, when no saturation of secondary nucleation is 
detected and the dominating pathway is fibril fragmentation n2 = 0, the ex-
pression for κ reduces to 
 
� � ������� 2k�k�                 (Eq. 12) 
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where k_ is the fragmentation-rate constant. The half-time exponent γ deter-
mines the dependence of � on the concentration of monomer, where γ = 0.5 
for completely fragmentation-based aggregation and γ = 1.5 for secondary 
nucleation-driven aggregation, without saturation effects. 
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Results and Discussion 

Understanding the SOD1 aggregation process from initiation to fiber elonga-
tion and aggregate multiplication is vital for a thorough interpretation of the 
role of SOD1 inclusions in ALS. The overall aim of this study is to charac-
terise the SOD1 fibrillation pathway starting with identification of the ag-
gregating precursor state and the aggregation mechanism, continuing with 
investigation of the structural properties, i.e. which parts of the SOD1 se-
quence that are incorporated in the aggregates and what sequence determi-
nants for aggregation there are. Importantly, the in vitro situation was 
throughout the study compared with the complex environment of the live 
cell. To understand how SOD1 molecules interact and form aggregates in-
side live cells is important when trying to shed light on the mechanisms be-
hind ALS. Learning more about these processes both in vitro and in vivo can 
potentially aid therapeutic intervention not only for ALS but also for other 
protein misfolding diseases, as they appear to share many features. 

The aggregating state of SOD1 
Despite the increasing number of acknowledged amyloidogenic proteins, the 
identity of the nucleating species and how the aggregates assemble remain 
elusive. Data for different amyloid forming proteins and peptides point to 
several potential precursors for aggregation. Many systems, like the intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins are largely unstructured prior to the aggregation 
process whereas globular proteins generally need to unfold partially (71-73) 
or globally (126, 127), and expose aggregation prone segments to assemble 
into amyloid fibrils. Formation of fibrils can also be preceded by an oligo-
merisation step in which the native state can be retained and reshaped into β-
structure only later in the process (128, 129). Native-like conformations can 
even be maintained in the fibrils themselves under some conditions (130, 
131) (Fig 5.).  
 
The complex maturation and degradation pathways of native SOD1 include 
many intermediate states that could potentially lead to aggregation. As de-
scribed above, SOD1 is subjected to various post-translational modifications 
before it gains its dimeric mature conformation. After synthesis, the unfold-
ed nascent chain released into the reducing environment of the cytosol is a 
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high-risk candidate for aggregation. Like other globular proteins, SOD1 
contains hydrophobic sequence elements that are buried in the native state 
but could associate in a non-native fashion when the protein unfolds (60, 
114). Also, the SOD1 sequence contains four cysteine residues that could 
fuel aggregation by non-native disulphide bond formation (90). Finally, the 
loop stretches (Fig. 2 and 3) that coordinate the structural Zn2+ and catalytic 
Cu2+ in the functional state are unstructured in the in absence of metals and 
could potentially interact and entangle leading to aggregation (132, 133). 
Destabilisation (27), decreased net charge (26) and changed metal affinity 
(23, 54) due to ALS-associated mutations and environmental factors of the 
cell further affect the intracellular ratios of immature aggregation competent 
species. 

 
Fig. 8. Crystal structures and fibril morphologies of apoSOD1 variants. The apoSOD1C57-C146 
with an intact disulphide link, the disulphide reduced apoSOD1SH SH and the loop IV (green) and 
VII (blue) depleted apoSOD1barrel. Structures were constructed from pdb entry 2XJK. EM micro-
graphs of the respective protein fibrils formed in pure buffer at pH 6.3 and 37 °C with mechani-
cal agitation. Adapted from Paper I.  

 
Interestingly, electron microscopy pictures of fibrils formed in vitro of these 
immature species reveals that both the disulphide reduced apoSOD1 as well 
as the engineered model protein apoSOD1barrel, with the metal coordinating 
loops IV and VII removed (Paper i (134)), form fibrils that are undistin-
guishable from those of the apoSOD1 with the disulphide bond intact (Fig. 
8, Paper I). Hence, only the hydrophobic parts of the β-barrel are needed to 
form the fibrillar core (Paper I) and neither cysteines nor loops are required 
for the protein to form fibrils. The question is then if the β-barrel of SOD1 
needs to unfold or partially break up in order to aggregate or if the native 
conformation itself can form fibrils. As discussed earlier, proteins are dy-
namic entities in constant equilibrium between different states. Gradual de-
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stabilisation of monomeric apoSOD1 in urea, i.e. increasing the concentra-
tion of denatured states (D) (Scheme 1, Eq. 3, 4), while determining the ag-
gregation rates reveals that the more destabilised the protein is the faster it 
aggregates.  The increased rate of aggregation is shown by short lag times 
(τlag) and half times (τ1/2) accompanied by steep growth rates (vmax) (Fig. 9, 
Paper I). Interestingly, aggregation rates reach a maximum at full occupancy 
of denatured protein just after the transition midpoint between N and D (Fig. 
9). The same result is seen for the full length monomeric SOD1 although the 
available range of globally unfolded protein is wider for SOD1barrel (Paper I). 

 

 
Fig. 9. Folding and fibrillation data. A. Chevron plot of apoSOD1barrel showing linear fits of log ku 
and log kf  (Eq. 3). The vertical line at 4 M urea indicates the urea concentration where full 
occupancy of denatured protein, [D], is reached. B. Concentration of denatured protein [D] in 
the fibrillation assays vs. [urea], calculated from the chevron data of apoSOD1barrel. Total protein 
concentration is 25 μM and units are in M. C. Fibrillation half times (τ1/2) of apoSOD1barrel vs. 
[urea]. D. Corresponding data for the maximum growth rate (vmax). E. Illustration of the aggrega-
tion pathway of SOD1 showing that the aggregation starts from the globally unfolded protein. 
EM micrograph of SOD1 fibers. Adapted from Paper I.  

 
SOD1 can be destabilised either by chemical denaturation in urea, which 
yields a wider concentration range of D than when the concentration is var-
ied by mass (Fig. 9, Paper I), or by amino-acid substitutions shifting the 
thermodynamic equilibrium between N and D (Fig.12, Paper II). In all cases, 
apoSOD1 aggregation correlates with the concentration of globally unfolded 
monomer, [D], hence D is the most probable aggregating state. Additionally, 
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equilibrium unfolding of apoSOD1 measured by NMR 1H-{15N}-HSQC 
peak volumes show no indications of populated intermediates (Paper I). 

 
A globally unfolded precursor for aggregation is compatible with many in-
trinsically disordered proteins and peptides that are constantly aggregation 
competent as they lack the ability to bury hydrophobic sequence regions by 
folding (e.g. amyloid-β peptide, α-synuclein and PolyQ). On the contrary, 
many globular proteins like SOD1 need to be destabilised to aggregate. One 
such example is the human plasma protein transthyretin (TTR) that recently 
was shown to aggregate from unfolded precursors rather than from a partial-
ly unfolded species (135). Fibrillation from globally unfolded material has 
also been shown at low pH for the WW domain (127) and β2-microglobulin 
and for apomyoglobin that converts to fibrils under solution conditions cor-
relating with the degree of denaturation (126). Additionally, recent data from 
our group shows that an engineered sequence extended variant of SOD1 with 
the possibility to populate two different folded structures has to completely 
unfold in order to swap between these conformations (Paper vi (75)). There 
is no sign of partial unfolding on the native side of the barrier, which further 
confirms the need for SOD1 to globally unfold before assembling into an 
alternative structure. Also, in support of the globally unfolded precursor is 
the observation that ALS mutations preferentially reduce SOD1 stability, 
implicating the globally unfolded state as the disease precursor (27). 
 

The aggregation mechanism of SOD1 
Aggregation is difficult to measure in the complex context of live tissue and 
has therefore been studied extensively in vitro (136-141), which has led to 
the development of methods for quantitative understanding of protein aggre-
gation data (see Aggregation pathways) (122-124). Although measured at 
the simplified in vitro conditions there is still great heterogeneity and com-
plexity that obscure the molecular details of the self-assembly process. Addi-
tionally, the high variability requires the accumulation of a great number of 
experiments for each examined condition or mutation to obtain good enough 
statistics to optimize the precision of the fitted parameters (Paper I, II).  
 
SOD1 is a soluble protein and fibrillation in vitro relies on mechanical agita-
tion i.e. shaking or stirring the protein sample is necessary for aggregation to 
proceed (Paper I). The aggregates grow exponentially over time, shown by 
the in vitro sigmoidal fibrillation trace (Fig. 6). The sigmoidal shape of the 
trace in vitro is due to the depletion of the monomer pool. The initial aggre-
gation trace can be fitted to an exponential equation (Eq. 8, Fig. 10), which 
would continue to grow exponentially if unlimited monomer was accessible.  
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Fig. 10. The in vitro sigmoidal fibrillation profile of SOD1barrel at 0 M urea fitted to a sigmoidal 

and an exponential equation for comparison. The sigmoidal shape of the trace in vitro is due to 
the depletion of the monomer pool (black). If the number of accessible monomers was unlimited 
the trace would continue to grow exponentially (red). 
 
The direct correlation between the parameters for SOD1 aggregation, log 
τ1/2, log τlag and log vmax, with a slope of one (Paper I and II, Fig. 11C, 12D), 
indicates that a secondary process is dominating, such as secondary nuclea-
tion on fibril surfaces or fragmentation, according to the model developed by 
Knowles and co-workers (122-124). These parameters also display overall 
linear dependencies on log [D] agreeing with observations for other proteins 
where the concentration is varied by mass (Fig. 11B) (124, 136, 139, 142). 
Interestingly the monomer concentration dependence of the parameters is 
remarkably weak with slopes (γ) of approximately 0.5 (Paper I, Fig. 11B). 
This does not make sense for a mechanism dominated by primary nucleation 
where the formation of the nuclei is slower than the elongation (143),  indi-
cating a nucleation number of 0.5 SOD1 monomers. This weak concentra-
tion dependence rather suggests domination of secondary pathways for fi-
brillation, as also shown above (122-124, 143). From the weak monomer 
concentration dependence, with γ = 0.5, together with the fact that agitation 
is needed for SOD1 to aggregate we conclude that fragmentation is the dom-
inating mechanism for SOD1 fiber mass growth. Hence, the observed lag 
phase is just an exponential increase of fibril ends that can recruit unfolded 
monomer and it contains no information about the initial nucleation event 
(Fig. 10).  
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Fig. 11. Chemical denaturation with urea reveals unfolded monomers as aggregation precur-
sors and fibril fragmentation as dominant mechanism. A. Schematic illustration of how urea 
shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium between N and D. B. Correlation of aggregation rate (log 
vmax and log τ1/2 ) with concentration of globally unfolded monomer (log [D]) for urea titrated 
SOD1barrel showing γ = 0.48 and γ = -0.46, consistent with aggregate growth dominated by frag-
mentation. C. Log plot of vmax and τ1/2 for all individual measurements showing uniform behav-
iour and a slope of one characteristic of exponential growth. Adapted from Paper II. 

 

The model developed by Knowles and co-workers (124) uses a general ex-
pression for the aggregation rate constant, κ, in the limit of secondary nucle-
ation/fragmentation (see Aggregation pathways). Applying this model to our 
SOD1 fibrillation data yields the monomer concentration dependence of κ, γ 
= 0.5 (Fig. 12B) indicative of a fragmentation-assisted growth of aggregates. 
The concentration dependence is the same for SOD1 destabilised by ALS 
related as well as artificial mutations (Fig. 12). Fragmentation as a conse-
quence of stirring, shaking or sonication is observed in vitro for a variety of 
proteins such as β2-microglobulin (139), the yeast prions Ure2p (144) and 
Sup35 (136), insulin (145), the WW domain (137), TI 127 (138) and α-
synuclein (146). Fragmentation thus appears to be independent of the amino-
acid sequence per se and a common feature of all protein fibers.  
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Fig. 12. SOD1 mutations reveal unfolded monomers as aggregation precursors and fibril frag-
mentation as dominant mechanism. A. Schematic illustration of how mutations can shift the 
thermodynamic equilibrium between N and D. B. Correlation of aggregation rate (log κ) with 
concentration of globally unfolded monomer (log [D]) for the mutations with γ = 0.49, consistent 
with aggregate growth dominated by fragmentation. C. Distribution of the analysed mutations in 
the apoSOD1 monomer (SOD1SH SH pdbID 2XJK) and the loop-truncated SOD1 barrel 
(SOD1barrel pdbID 4BCZ). Colours are the same as in B.  D. Log plot of vmax and τ1/2 for all indi-
vidual measurements showing uniform behaviour and a slope of one characteristic of exponen-
tial growth. ALS mutations do not deviate from the general trend. Colours are the same as in B. 
Adapted from Paper II. 

SOD1 aggregation in vivo 
Protein aggregation, like protein folding, follows the rules set by the amino-
acid sequence.  Aggregation however, can start from a vast number of dif-
ferent aggregation sites within the protein (147), which makes the process 
adaptive and sensitive to experimental conditions. An important concern is 
how the model for the already variable in vitro data translates to the even 
more complex conditions in vivo. Comparison of SOD1 aggregation kinetics 
in vitro with corresponding data from ALS-transgenic mice indicates that the 
differences are smaller than expected (Paper II). Strikingly, disease progres-
sion of transgenic mice expressing human SOD1 (hSOD1) variants corre-
lates linearly with the concentration of globally unfolded protein in the mice 
tissue, [D]/Ctot (Fig. 13, Paper II). In agreement with the previously dis-
cussed test tube data (Fig. 9) this correlation highlights [D] as the aggregat-
ing state of SOD1 in the mice tissue and suggests that monomeric apoSOD1 
stability determines mouse disease progression. Additionally, it indicates 
that the aggregation mechanism is the same for all examined transgenic 
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mouse models regardless of the hSOD1 mutation that they express: the dif-
ference in survival time depends only on changes in concentration of global-
ly unfolded monomer, [D]. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Mice survival correlates with concentrations of denatured SOD1 in ALS-transgenic mice 
tissue. A. Immuohistochemistry of the ventral horn in the terminal hSOD1G93A mouse (Paper 
II). B. Plot of mouse survival times v. normalised tissue [D] calculated from in vitro-determined 
SOD1pwt (SOD1C6A, C111A, F50E, G51E) stability and expression levels in transgenic mice (Paper II).  

 
The amount of pathological aggregates in live tissue is generally too low for 
structural and kinetic analysis, but with a recently developed antibody map-
ping method the build-up of SOD1 aggregates in small samples can be moni-
tored (148). Application of this method to tissue samples from ALS-
transgenic mice lines (hSOD1D90A, hSOD1G93A, hSOD1G85R and hSOD1wt) 
reveals an exponential increase of SOD1 aggregates closely resembling the 
behaviour from the test tube (Fig. 14 and Paper II). What differs is the sig-
moidal shape of the in-vitro data reaching a plateau as the monomers are 
depleted whereas the in-vivo data remains exponential due to continuous 
supply of new synthesised monomer. Intriguingly, the in-vivo aggregation 
growth rate (κ) calculated from the aggregation doubling times in the ALS-
transgenic mice tissue, depends weakly on [D] (Fig. 14) corresponding to the 
fragmentation-controlled growth observed in vitro with a γ of 0.5 (Fig. 12B). 
The fibrillation process appears thus to be robust and to obey the same sim-
ple rules both in vivo and in vitro; fragmentation-assisted growth seems ge-
neric to the fibrils themselves, and independent of the environmental condi-
tions or precise structural composition of the protein.  
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Fig. 14. SOD1 aggregation in ALS-transgenic mice. A. Single exponential growth of strain A 
aggregates in hSOD1G93A mice at two different expression levels 100% (black) and 50% (red). 
hSOD1D90A mice have both strain A and B growth occurring in parallel thereby displaying a 
second exponential phase (blue). B. Log plots of the data in A showing the common level of 
aggregates in terminal mice (blue shading). C. Log plot of the aggregation rate constant (κ) vs. 
normalised tissue [D] for hSOD1G93A with expression levels 50 % (red) and 100 % (black) yield-
ing a slope of γin vivo=0.52±0.05. For comparison the hSOD1D90A data fitted single exponentially 
(blue) and the hSOD1G93A mice at 12 % expression loss (grey) were included (Paper II).  

 
Regarding the toxicity mechanism, the most reductionist interpretation of 
these data would be that the exponential growth of intracellular SOD1 ag-
gregates in ALS-transgenic mice eventually overloads the cells that can no 
longer function normally. Although the aggregates themselves can be harm-
less the aggregate load becomes too much. Indeed the aggregate load at time 
of death is similar for all ALS transgenic mice individuals regardless of 
SOD1 expression levels and mutation (Fig. 14B, Paper II). The aggregate 
levels in terminal mice become even so high that the amount of monomers 
required to sustain exponential growth exceeds the SOD1 expression capaci-
ty of the motor neurons. Thus, for ALS-transgenic mice, there is no need to 
address toxicity to aggregates or elusive oligomeric SOD1 species; neuronal 
damage is simply the effect of aggregate load. The human pathology, how-
ever, is more variable with stochastic disease progressions compared to the 
transgenic mice. An explanation for the variability in human ALS might be 
the coexistence of strains of structurally different SOD1 aggregates, as dis-
cussed in the following section. 

Sequence determinants for SOD1 aggregation 
Hydrophobicity is an important property for the aggregation propensity of a 
polypeptide chain (80, 81, 149) and there is evidence that protein sequences 
have evolved to avoid clusters of hydrophobic residues (81, 150) Another 
significant feature is charge, as high net charge either globally or locally may 
hinder self-association through electrostatic repulsion (81, 151, 152). Intro-
ducing negatively charged residues successively in the eight β-strands of 
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SOD1 in search of regions important for aggregation surprisingly shows an 
overall uniform effect on aggregation rates. Interestingly, the response to 
charge substitutions is not restricted to a few aggregation hot spots, instead 
the aggregation rates of the different charge constructs correlate with their 
global charge (Fig. 15A, Paper I).  

 

 
Fig. 15. Correlation between SOD1 fibrillation lag time (τlag) and net charge. A. Fibrillation lag 
time (τlag) correlates linearly with global net charge. B. Scheme describing the multistep process 
of protein association through the formation of a transient encounter complex that subsequently 
rearranges into the final complex. The transient complex is dominated by long-range electrostat-
ic interactions thereby affected by substitution of charged side chains. Adapted from Paper I. 

 

Complex formation of proteins can be described as multistep processes that 
starts by random collisions, leading to the formation of loosely bound en-
counter complex that subsequently rearranges into the closely packed final 
complex (153) (Fig.15). The encounter complex is typically dominated by 
long-range electrostatic interactions whereas close-range contacts are less 
important. Consequently, if the aggregation kinetics is rate limited by the 
formation of an encounter complex the effect of mutation on association 
kinetics is largest for substitutions of charged side chains and negligible for 
truncation of hydrophobic side chains. The correlation of SOD1 aggregation 
rates with global charge suggests that there is a loosely bound complex in-
volved, which is determined by the net negative charge mainly affecting k+ 
in the expression for κ (Eq. 12). Notably, none of the tested charged β-strand 
substitutions increase the aggregation rate, as would be expected if fibril 
fragmentation was enhanced and k- was increased (Eq. 12). There is also a 
basic correlation of aggregation rate with decreased hydrophobicity (Paper 
I). Even so, point truncations of hydrophobic side chains appear to affect 
aggregation mainly in the sense that they destabilise the protein and shift the 
thermodynamic equilibrium towards D (Paper II) as detailed above in the 
section “the aggregating state of SOD1” and “the aggregation mechanism of 
SOD1” (Fig. 12B).  
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The aforementioned antibody mapping method developed to recognise un-
structured SOD1 include 8 antibodies that specifically recognise peptide 
regions covering the whole SOD1 sequence (148). These where used to in-
vestigate what parts of the SOD1 sequence that are incorporated into fibrils 
from both test tube and ALS transgenic mice. Sequence regions that are un-
structured and accessible to the antibodies are thus protruding from the ag-
gregates whereas hidden parts are incorporated in the aggregates and give no 
signal. Despite the amorphous look of the SOD1 deposits in live cells the 
antibody-binding pattern of the purified and washed material suggests an 
ordered fibrillar structure resembling that of the in-vitro produced fibrils 
(Fig. 16, Paper II, III). Furthermore, antibody analysis of hSOD1 aggregate 
structures in four different well-characterised ALS transgenic mouse lines 
(hSOD1D90A, hSOD1G93A, hSOD1G85R and hSOD1wt) reveals two different 
aggregate strains, A and B (Fig. 16, Paper III).  
 

 
 

Fig. 16. SOD1 aggregation forms two structural strains (A and B) in spinal cord of transgenic 
mice, which both differ from SOD1 fibrils formed in vitro. A. Epitope mapping pattern of hSOD1 
aggregates from terminally ill mice from four different transgenic ALS models. B. Epitope map-
ping pattern of hSOD1 aggregates produced in vitro at different conditions. C. Model-free PCA 
analysis of antibody binding data demonstrating two different strains of in vivo aggregates (A 
and B) that differ from the hSOD1 fibrils produced in vitro (Paper III). 

 
Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) (Paper v (154)) and limited proteolysis (113, 
114) of SOD1 in vitro aggregates have previously shown that they contain 
both rigid and mobile parts. This is confirmed by the antibody-binding pat-
tern of aggregates from spinal cord of transgenic mice. In strain A, the first 
three to four β-strands together with β-stand five to seven are hidden from 
antibody binding whereas loop IV and the C-terminus remain flexible (Fig. 
16). Strain B differs from strain A, burying only the first three to four β-
strands in the aggregate while exposing the rest of the protein (Fig. 16). 
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Strain A aggregates were detected in all four mice lines, whereas strain B, 
which is distinctly different from A, was only present in the D90A mouse 
line. The distinct strain pattern found in transgenic mice is contrasting from 
the antibody binding pattern for aggregate structures formed under in vitro 
conditions (Fig. 16) as well as the variable in vitro aggregate structures de-
tected with ssNMR (154) and limited proteolysis (113, 114). This suggests 
that factors of the CNS modulate the aggregation process in vivo. Such shap-
ing of the in vivo aggregation could stem from chaperone interactions (155, 
156), crowding by surrounding macromolecules or interactions with intracel-
lular membranes (157). 
 
The ratio of co-existing strain A and B aggregates in D90A transgenic mice 
influences their survival time: the more strain B the earlier disease onset and 
faster disease progression (Fig. 17, Paper III). Additionally, strain B aggre-
gates are more fragile than strain A aggregates when exposed to GdmCl and 
mechanical stress (Fig. 17C). This explains the more aggressive growth pat-
tern of strain B and agrees with the positive correlation between aggregate 
fragility and neuroinvasiveness observed for several other disease models 
(112, 158-162). 
 

 
Fig. 17. Correlation between disease progression of transgenic mice and their strain A and B 
levels. A. Binding pattern of the eight antibodies, covering the SOD1 sequence, to aggregates 
from the youngest (red) and the oldest (blue) terminally ill hSOD1D90A mouse. B. Coexisting 
stain A and B plotted vs. lifespan of hSOD1D90A mice. C. Fragility of hSOD1D90A aggregates from 
strain A and B when exposed to chemical-mechanical titration by increasing concentration of 
GdmCl and sonication. Adapted from Paper III. 

 
Interestingly, no secondary nucleation on fibril surfaces (i.e. γ = 1.5 as de-
scribed in “Aggregation pathways”) is detected for SOD1 fibrillation (Fig 11 
and 12). Possibly, as indicated by the antibody-binding pattern, parts of the 
SOD1 sequence that protrude from the fiber obstruct free monomers from 
accessing the fiber surface and thereby inhibit nucleation on the surface. For 
amyloid β peptide (Aβ) in contrast, secondary nucleation on fibril surfaces is 
the dominating mechanism (142, 161) and most of the peptide is incorpo-
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rated into the fiber, thereby creating a more ordered surface that can serve as 
site for nucleation.  

Destabilisation of SOD1 in vivo 
Although proteins have evolved to function in the complex environment of 
the live cell, protein thermodynamics has so far been studied almost exclu-
sively at simplified conditions in vitro. Recent methodological advances, 
however, make it possible to study protein properties in vivo with in-cell 
NMR (163, 164), where isotope labelled protein is delivered into mammali-
an cells. This technique can be used to study protein structures, interactions 
and dynamics under innate physiological conditions (165, 166). SOD1barrel 
displays fully resolved NMR spectra in mammalian cells when delivered 
either by conjugation of a small signal peptide to the protein facilitating the 
passage through the membrane (Paper iv (167)) or by disrupting the mem-
brane using electroporation (Paper IV).  
 

 
Fig. 18. In-cell quantification of protein stability. A. In-cell HMQC spectra of SOD1I35A at two 
different temperatures showing that the protein is mainly folded at 17 °C (red) and unfolded at 
37 °C (blue). B. ΔGD-N vs. temperature determined in mammalian (blue), bacterial (green) and in 
vitro in PBS (black) of SOD1I35A. The D/N equilibrium was quantified from the Q153 cross-peak 
volume. Destabilisation shifts both cold unfolding (Tc) and melting temperature (Tm) into the 
physiological temperature region. Adapted from Paper IV. 

 
In-cell NMR was used to explore how the thermodynamic stability of SOD1 
is affected by the crowded interior of live cells (Paper IV). To avoid disul-
phide cross-linking and complications from unstructured loops, the SOD1 
variant delivered into the cells by electroporation was the engineered 
SOD1barrel, lacking cysteine and metal binding residues and the long flexible 
loops IV, VII (Paper i (134)) (Fig 8). SOD1barrel with the substitution I35A is 
a good in-vitro model for SOD1 as it has a thermodynamic stability close to 
that of the full-length disulphide reduced apo monomeric SOD1 in vitro 
(Paper IV). The in vitro-NMR spectrum of I35A SOD1barrel at 37 °C shows 
mixed populations of D and N quantified by the C-terminal Q153 cross 
peaks (Paper IV), making it useful as a probe for studies of perturbations to 
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the system. Live cell measurements, however, reveal that the thermodynamic 
equilibrium of SOD1 is shifted towards the globally unfolded monomer (Fig. 
18, Paper IV).  
 
For comparison, in-cell data for other proteins show that the cellular interior 
can act both stabilising (168-173) and destabilising (163, 174-179). A desta-
bilisation is contradictory to the anticipated stabilising effect of steric crowd-
ing in vitro (180-182) and suggests that there are attractive interactions be-
tween SOD1 and the cellular interior. Since NMR chemical shifts and line 
broadening indicate that N inside live cells remains unchanged and free of 
specific interactions, it can be concluded that D is modulated inside the cell 
as shown by the increased ΔCp compared to in-vitro conditions (Paper IV). 
Changes in ΔCp depend generally on the altered hydrophobic hydration and 
can be used as a measure of the increase in solvent-accessible surface area 
upon the transition between D and N. Accordingly, for SOD1 the surface 
area of intracellular D seems increased and more expanded (Paper IV) com-
pared to the structures adopted in pure water (183). This effect can be as-
signed to transient interactions with the cellular interior that counterbalance 
the crowding pressure. These interactions more likely rely on the protein 
sequence and the context as revealed by crowding experiments with different 
cosolutes (Fig. 19, Paper IV). Depending on the identity of the protein and 
the environment the effect of surrounding proteins can thus be variable and 
depend on both surface characteristics of surrounding molecules and the 
features of the target protein itself. Moreover, recent data from our group 
show that in-cell mobility of N respond predictably on surface characteristics 
depending on the net-charge density, surface hydrophobicity and the electric 
dipole moment of the protein (Paper vii (manuscript)).  

 
Fig. 19. Comparison of in vitro and in vivo conditions. Osmolytes influences SOD1I35A stability 
opposite to live cells whereas protein crowders yield different effects indicating the importance 
of the amino-acid sequence of the protein solute interactions (Paper IV). 
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Summary and Concluding remark 

Although this thesis work does not solve the mysteries of SOD1 aggregation 
or the disease mechanism of ALS, it provides important clues to our under-
standing of the mechanisms and determinants for SOD1 aggregation both in 
vivo and in vitro.   
 
The most important findings of this thesis work are listed and later dis-
cussed: 
 
1.   SOD1 fibrillation starts from the globally unfolded state. 
 
2.  Fibril fragmentation is the dominating mechanism for SOD1 aggregate 

multiplication. 
 
3.  SOD1 fibrillation in vivo shares the features of in vitro-fibrillation with 

globally unfolded precursors and fragmentation-assisted growth. 
 
4.  SOD1 in vivo aggregates are structurally different from those produced 

in vitro suggesting that the CNS environment shapes the aggregation 
process and gives rise to different aggregate stains dependent on muta-
tion. 

 
5.  In the live cell interior, as measured by in-cell NMR, the unfolded 

aggregation competent state of SOD1 is more abundant compared to 
the in vitro conditions. 

 
In Paper I we show that neither the long flexible loops IV and VII nor disul-
phide links are needed for SOD1 to aggregate and form fibrils. The hydro-
phobic parts of the β-barrel merely have to rupture and globally unfold for 
the protein to aggregate. Aggregation from the globally unfolded protein is 
shown both for the chemically denatured SOD1 (Paper I) and SOD1 destabi-
lized by mutation (Paper II). Even so, fibrillation is critically dependent on 
mechanical agitation to initiate and proceed. The fibrillation mechanism is 
closely connected to the sample agitation, which enhances the shearing of 
the fibers and thereby increases the number of fiber ends where free mono-
mer can attach.  
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Interestingly the data from ALS-transgenic mice supports the features of in 
vitro-fibrillation. The close agreement between in vitro fibrillation and 
mouse pathology suggests that both processes are controlled by the concen-
tration of unfolded protein [D] (Paper I and II). The accelerating effect of 
mutations appears to be simply caused by an increase in [D] due to de-
creased protein stability. Additionally, the destabilisation of SOD1barrel inside 
the cell as measured by in-cell NMR (Fig. 18, Paper IV) implicates that the 
aggregation competent SOD1 is even more abundant in vivo. The protein 
stability data used in Paper II is based on the reduced monomeric SOD1pwt 

described in “SOD1 folding and stability”.  When we instead estimate the 
stability according to the more correct reduced hSOD1wt when calculating 
tissue concentration of globally unfolded protein ([D]/ctot) the correlation 
with the survival time of the transgenic mice (Fig. 13) still holds but is shift-
ed towards lower [D]/ctot (Fig. 20A).  However, when taking into account 
the SOD1 destabilisation in live cells as measured by in-cell NMR (Fig. 18, 
Paper IV) the correlation is improved and shifted to higher [D]/ctot (Fig. 
20B).  

 
Fig. 20. Mice survival correlates with concentrations of denatured SOD1 in ALS-transgenic mice 
tissue. A. Plot of mouse survival times v. normalised tissue [D] calculated from in vitro-
determined hSOD1wt stability and expression levels in transgenic mice. B. The same data as in 
A. when taking into account the SOD1 destabilisation measured by in-cell NMR. 

 
As for he log plot of the aggregation rate constant (κ) vs. normalised tissue 
[D] (Fig. 14C) when estimated to hSOD1wt stability the correlation is un-
changed with γ = 0.5 although without the support of the hSOD1D90A, which 
is shifted to lower [D]/ctot (Fig. 21A). The deviation of this point can stem 
from the coexistence of strain A and B aggregates in the hSOD1D90A mouse 
line, the estimations used in our calculations of the protein stabilities and/or 
the estimation of expression levels in the mice. When taking into account the 
in-cell destabilisation measured by in-cell NMR the points shift to higher 
[D]/ctot although the hSOD1D90A is still somewhat deviating (Fig. 21B). 
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Fig. 21. SOD1 aggregation in ALS-transgenic mice tissue. A. Log plot of the aggregation rate 
constant (κ) vs. normalised tissue [D] estimated to hSOD1WT stability. hSOD1G93A with expres-
sion levels 50 % (red) and 100 % (black) yielding a slope of γin vivo=0.52±0.05. For comparison 
the hSOD1D90A data fitted single exponentially (blue) and the hSOD1G93A mice at 12 % expres-
sion loss (grey) were included. B. The same data as in A. when taking into account the SOD1 
destabilisation in live cells measured by in-cell NMR. 

 
Importantly, this result is based on a number of estimations and needs to be 
further investigated taking into account the many intermediate states of the 
complex maturation pathway of the dimeric, metallated and disulphide intact 
SOD1 and the steady state between the different species. The effective equi-
librium between native and denatured SOD1 in the cell also includes the apo 
SOD1 dimer as well as CCS-bound SOD1. Additionally, ALS mutations 
affect the posttranslational modifications differently, influencing the dimer 
affinity (23, 54), metal binding affinity (52, 53) and the disulphide status to 
varying degrees (55-57). Furthermore, the cells used in the in-cell NMR 
experiment are not motor neurons and can therefor influence the protein 
differently. Future studies by in-cell NMR, also in other cell lines, can eval-
uate how the thermodynamic stability is affected for the different ALS muta-
tions in live cells depending on the extent of posttranslational modification. 
Currently our group is looking into how the full length SOD1 monomer 
without cysteine and metal binding residues is behaving inside live cells.  
 
The antibody analysis of aggregates from ALS transgenic mice reveals the 
existence of aggregate strains involving different parts of the protein depend-
ing on mutation (Paper III), which may offer an explanation for the various 
disease phenotypes observed in ALS. Additionally, our results show that 
SOD1 in vitro-produced fibrils differ from the fibrils found in ALS transgen-
ic mice suggesting that the CNS influences the aggregation process in vivo.  
The in vitro fibers are more heterogeneous as seen from the antibody-
binding pattern (Paper III), containing a great variation of structurally differ-
ent aggregates. There are many potential causes for this where the most ob-
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vious is the presence of unknown important factors in the live tissue that 
influences the aggregate formation. To look further into this our collabora-
tion partners at Umeå University are currently performing experiments 
where in vitro produced SOD1 aggregates examined with the antibody assay 
(Paper III) are injected into spinal cord of transgenic mice. This result will 
be compared with previous studies of injected homogenates from mice (109) 
in terms of aggregate spread, disease onset and strain development in the 
mice tissue.  
 
Additional deviations of the in vitro-system compared to live tissue are the 
purity of the in vitro protein sample, the conditions of the aggregation assay 
exposing the protein to air water interfaces and the vessel wall that can pro-
vide a surface for seeded growth. This can also explain the difficulty in re-
producible seeding of SOD1 in vitro giving rise to ambiguous results (un-
published). Finding a way to reproducibly seed the SOD1 fibrillation can 
also provide more detail on the aggregation mechanism at different condi-
tions providing a means to study fiber elongation exclusively. Accordingly, 
in future studies more efforts can be focused on refining the in vitro fibrilla-
tion assay. Additionally, seeded aggregation can be a way to amplify the low 
amounts of aggregates from mice tissue in order to study the in vivo aggre-
gate structure and the different strain structures in more detail with ssNMR 
and EM (184).  
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning 

Proteiner är tillsammans med fetter och kolhydrater de byggstenar som 
skapar levande organismer. Proteiner är i motsats till fetter och kolhydrater, 
som oftast har en mer strukturell roll, de molekyler i en organism som över-
för information och utför arbete. Proteinerna är uppbyggda av kedjor av 
aminosyror och deras funktion är beroende av den tredimensionella struk-
turen som varken får vara för flexibel eller för stel. Strukturen är en dyna-
misk jämvikt mellan veckat och uppveckat ostrukturerat protein. Tyvärr är 
det många sjukdomar som uppkommer p.g.a. att proteiner inte fungerar som 
de ska. Det kan bero på fel i uppbyggnaden av proteinet (mutationer) eller 
förändrad miljö runt proteinet vilket påverkar dess struktur och därmed 
funktion samt hur det interagerar med sin omgivning och med sig själv.  
 
Den här avhandlingen handlar om proteinet superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) 
som p.g.a. mutationer och förändringar i omgivningen kan klumpa ihop sig 
och aggregera vilket kan orsaka sjukdomen amyotrofisk lateral skleros 
(ALS) som leder till att kroppens muskler förtvinar och dör. Orsaken till 
sjukdomen och mekanismen för bildandet av SOD1-aggregat är inte känd 
men aggregerat SOD1 i form av amyloida fibrer hittas i både patienter och i 
musmodeller av sjukdomen. Man tror att den förändrade proteinstrukturen 
hos SOD1 kan ge upphov till de toxiska egenskaper som förstör nervcellerna 
som styr kroppens muskler. ALS är i likhet med andra neurodegenerativa 
sjukdomar som Alzheimers sjukdom och Parkinsons sjukdom klassificerad 
som en protein-felveckningssjukdom där det kroppsegna proteinet undergår 
en strukturell förändring och bildar cytotoxiska aggregat. 
 
Våra resultat från studier av SOD1 aggregering visar att SOD1 börjar aggre-
gera från det ostrukturerade uppveckade tillståndet eftersom aggregeringen 
är snabbast då proteinet är helt oveckat.  Vi ser samma resultat om proteinet 
veckas upp kemiskt med hjälp av urea eller om det destabiliseras genom 
mutationer i dess DNA (då en aminosyra byts mot en annan). Andra viktiga 
iakttagelser är det svaga beroendet av SOD1-koncentrationen hos aggrege-
ringshastigheten samt att provet måste skakas eller röras om för att aggre-
gera. Båda dessa observationer visar att mekanismen för SOD1-
aggregeringen är dominerad av fiber fragmentering. Det innebär att ökning-
en av mängden aggregat främst sker genom att befintliga aggregat bryts sön-
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der och i sin tur kan växa då SOD1 molekyler fäster till dess ändar. Men än 
så länge vet vi inget om hur det första aggregatet bildas.  
 
Intressant nog ser vi överensstämmande resultat in vivo där överlevnaden 
hos transgena möss som uttrycker olika mutanter av humant SOD1 är relate-
rat till proteinernas stabilitet. Ju mer uppveckad den SOD1 mutant som ut-
trycks är desto kortare är överlevnaden hos musen. Även här ser vi ett svagt 
beroende av proteinkoncentrationen hos hastigheten för aggregeringen vilket 
indikerar att aggregeringsmekanismen är den samma i levande möss som i 
provröret. Vi har även studerat SOD1 inuti levande celler med metoden in-
cell NMR. Dessa studier visar att SOD1 är mer uppveckat och utsträckt inuti 
cellen än i provröret. Denna observation talar för att koncentrationen av det 
globalt uppveckade SOD1 som lätt aggregerar är högre i de trånga utrym-
mena i cellen än i provrörets utspädda lösning.  
 
Slutligen kan vi med hjälp av antikroppar visa att det finns två olika typer av 
aggregat i möss beroende på vilken mutation i SOD1 som uttrycks.  I de två 
olika typerna av aggregat ingår olika delar av SOD1s aminosyrasekvensen. 
Detta resultat skulle kunna förklara varför ALS-patienter med olika mutat-
ioner har olika sjukdomsförlopp och symptom.  
 
Våra resultat löser inte gåtan bakom hur SOD1 orsakar ALS men ger viktiga 
ledtrådar för att bättre förstå mekanismen bakom och avgörande faktorer för 
SOD1 aggregering, samt för protein-aggregering generellt, både i provröret 
och i levande organismer. 
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